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ABSTRACT

The proposed method is to recognize objects based on application of Local Steering Kernels (LSK) as Descriptors to the image patches. In order to represent the local properties of the images, patch is to be extracted where the variations occur in an image. To find the interest point, Wavelet based Salient Point detector is used. Then, Local Steering Kernel is applied to the resultant pixels in order to obtain the most promising features. The features extracted will be over complete; so, in order to reduce dimensionality, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied. Further, the sparse histogram is taken over the PCA output. The classifier used here is Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classifier. Bench mark database used is UIUC car database and the results obtained are satisfactory. The results obtained using LSK kernel is compared by varying parameters such as patch size, number of salient points/patches, smoothing parameter and scaling parameter.

1. INTRODUCTION

Natural resources which are not limited to any size and which show arbitrarily complex scenes, are classified according to whether they contain a certain object or not, this is Generic Object Recognition [1]. Visual systems have ability to distinguish objects effectively. In the same way, machine vision systems must also perform and recognize objects at any position, size, and appearance. Generic object recognition systems do not include any information about specific objects rather they learn to recognize objects by inspecting training images and train the model and also recognize objects in unseen images [2]. Then, this model is used to recognize objects in unseen images. For each of the training images, a set of features are derived. Each feature describes properties of either the whole image (global feature) or a part of the image (local feature). Usually, local features are most successful in capturing the content of complex images.

To reliably recognize objects under varying circumstances (for example, objects appearing at different scales, rotation and translation) the features must be chosen in such a way that they are invariant with respect to these aspects. From the features of the training images, the parameters of an underlying statistical model are estimated. Using these features and the trained model, the object recognition system outputs whether the trained object is contained in the image or not. Once trained, the performance of object recognition system is measured on a set of test images. The recognition rate on this set denotes the ratio of correctly classified images to all images in the test data set.

In complex images, the information provided by the global features is not sufficient and they are not well suited in this context. Hence, local features like patches are better suited for complex images, because they represent restricted regions of the image [1]. Beneficial properties of local features are inherent translation invariance, robustness to object variance and occlusion and possible scale invariance.

The reviews of the existing approaches for various submodules are discussed in the following:

Salient Point Detection: Global features describe image as a whole which are less successful in recognition and tend to be inadequate if the image is large variety and clutter. Local features like patches are well suited for complex images, because they represent restricted portions of the image [1]. Patches are extracted using salient point method. Salient points are the points which maximize the discrimination between the objects. The characteristics of salient points as
proposed by Haralick and Shapiro [3] are: Distinctness, Invariance, Stability, Uniqueness and Interpretability. Earliest method for interest point detector is Harris Corner Detector, but this seems to be rotationally invariant but not Scale invariant [4]. Though there are numerous interest point detectors Wavelet Based Salient Point extraction seems to be the best approach [5].

**Features (LSK):** Features such as histograms, gradients and shape descriptors are all shown rapid growth in object recognition but the proposed method is based on the computation of the Local Steering Kernels as the descriptors which are local weights computed directly from the patch values themselves [6]. The advantages of this method are they use geodesic distance to measure the self-similarity of the pixels; LSK uses the radiometric and geometric pixel differences in computation of the kernel, robustness to noise and illumination changes. Quantization and informative feature selection on the features with little discriminative power decrease performance. Hence, densely computed LSKs are dimensionally reduced by using Principal Component Analysis to enhance the discriminative power and reduce the computational complexity [7]. After that, sparse histogram is applied to get bins as the features. Finally, the features are fed into support vector machine in order to classify.

In previous work of Takeda [8], basic kernel regression and steering kernel concepts have been discussed and the effectiveness of these kernels for applications such as Denoising and Interpolation are analyzed. Hae Jong Seo and Peyman Milanfar [6] proposed the use of Local Steering Kernel to measure the similarity of pixels for object detection, generic detection algorithm for Face verification using Locally Adaptive regression Kernels (LARK) [9], bottom up saliency detection algorithm to automatically detect salient objects in natural images [10].

**Classification (SVM):** An approach to object Classification was proposed by Deselaers et al [11], where generative/discriminative object Classification using local features was done by the fusion of SVMs and Gaussian Mixture Densities. A comparison of learning and classifying techniques, such as, nearest neighbor methods, support vector machines, and convolutional networks is given by LeCun & Huang [12]. These techniques are studied for challenging conditions: complex images with high amount of “clutter”, varying pose, and lighting. In [13], the authors proposed a modified version of the fast global k-means (fast GKM) clustering method for clustering the gene expression datasets and Classification accuracy of SVM, Naïve Bayes, and KNN classifiers in gene expression datasets are compared. Mutch and Lowe [14] investigated the role of sparsity and localized features in a biologically-inspired model of visual object classification and the classifier used is SVM. The error rate obtained is 0.06% in UIUC database. In this work, the Local Steering Kernels are used as descriptors and they are efficiently stored in sparse histogram and classified using SVM classifier.

In the previous work, local steering kernel is used for Object Detection, Image Denoising and Image Reconstruction; but, in this work it is used for Object Recognition. Here, the features extracted from LSK are represented by sparse histogram. The problem in normal histograms is that they become difficult to handle if the dimensionality of the input data is large, because the number of bins in a histogram grows exponentially with the number of dimensions of the data [15]. Thus, a sparse representation of the histograms is used, i.e., only those bins whose content is not empty are stored. The advantage of going for sparse representation is that the time taken for training and testing is very less compared to normal histogram approaches. The proposed method allows for recognizing objects under varying circumstances and shows excellent results in UIUC database.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section discusses the outline of the proposed method. In Section 3, Salient point detection, in particular the advantages of using wavelets for salient point detection are discussed. Section 4 deals with Feature Extraction such as Patch extraction and the computation of LSK over the patches and Section 5 deals with the steps involved in reducing the dimension of patches. Section 6 deals the representation of Sparse Histograms. Section 7 gives the recognition results for single scale (SS) and multi-scale (MS) images in UIUC Database. Finally, section 8 gives the conclusion of the proposed method.

### 2. OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

The first step is to detect the salient points using salient point detector. The interest points are formed in the region of high variance. The patches are extracted around each of these salient points. The preserved patches are manipulated by computing Local Steering Kernel over them and turned into feature vector where PCA dimensionality reduction is applied to extract the appropriate feature from the patches. Then, they are represented efficiently using sparse histogram. The histograms of the test and training images are compared using SVM classifier and classified.

### 3. SALIENT POINT DETECTION

The salient points are not limited to corners, but show variations that happen at different resolutions in the images [16]. The salient points are detected using wavelet transform to detect global variations as well as
The LSK is modeled as Equation (1):

$$K(x_i - x) = \frac{\sqrt{\text{det}(C_j)}}{2\pi^{h^2}} \exp \left\{ -\frac{(x_i - x)^T C_j(x_i - x)}{2h^2} \right\}$$

where, $x_i$ is the spatial coordinates, $p$ is the number of pixels in a local window $(p \times p)$, $h$ is a global smoothing parameter, and the matrix $C_j$ is a covariance matrix estimated from the collection of Gradient vectors $[x_1, x_2]$ within the local window around the sampling position $x$ [7].

LSK captures data exceedingly well even in the presence of distortions, even in complex regions and in regions with mediocre levels of noise. The features extracted from LSK are stable in the presence of noises and robustness to illumination changes. The covariance matrix can be interpreted as averaging geodesic distances in a patch to obtain a robust estimation even in the presence of noise and other perturbations. The geodesic distance $(x_i - x)^T C_j(x_i - x)$ is normalized to a unit vector (i.e., a unit norm) to be more robust to illumination changes. In our work, LSK is applied to the gradient computed patches, not directly to image pixels; so this leads to enhanced feature vectors and the recognition obtained is high. For various patch sizes, the LSK is computed and by varying the smoothing parameter value $h$, the recognition rate is obtained.

5. FEATURE REDUCTION

For an $n \times n$ patch, there are $n^2$ dimensional feature vectors. Thus, dimensionality reduction of feature vector is desirable. A commonly used reduction method is principal component analysis (PCA).

4. FEATURE EXTRACTION

4.1. Patch Extraction

Objects of interest have little contribution to global properties as they occupy only a part of the image, so Local descriptors are used. Patches are squared sub images extracted from the image over the Salient points [1]. The advantages of patches are (i) Reduction of the amount of data to be processed, (ii) Robustness to background clutter and (iii) Robustness to occlusion, variability in object shape.

Patch sizes play a vital role in the performance of the algorithm. Here, various patch sizes such as $7 \times 7$, $9 \times 9$ and $11 \times 11$ are selected for analyzing the performance of the Proposed Method. The result of Patch Extraction is shown in Figure 2.

4.2. Local Steering Kernel (LSK)

Local Steering Kernel measures the Local similarity of pixel to its neighbor both geometrically and radiometrically. The key idea is to obtain Local data structures by analyzing the pixel difference based on estimated Gradients [8]. The LSK is modeled as Equation (1):
5. 1. Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis is a method that reduces data dimensionality by performing a covariance analysis between factors [17]. PCA is an unsupervised approach to extract the appropriate features from the patches. It is used to lower the dimensionality of a data set with minimal information loss. PCA chooses a new coordinate system with the first axis pointing in the direction of the greatest variance in the dataset; accordingly for second, third, etc. axis. By eliminating axes with a low variance, the dimensionality is reduced but only little information is lost mathematically. This is done by Eigen vector decomposition of the covariance matrix of the data set.

Descriptors obtained will be highly informative but when taken together tend to be over complete. Hence, dimensionality reduction step is applied to retain only the salient characteristics of Local Steering kernel [6]. The steps involved in PCA transformation are,

- For each patch compute mean vector \( \mu \) and covariance matrix \( \Sigma \).
- Find the Eigen values and Eigen vectors and sort them according to decreasing Eigen values.
- Retain the topmost \( m \) values as the Principal Components for that patch.

Here, various number of PCA coefficients such as 4, 6 and 8 are chosen and the performance evaluation is done. The values of PCA coefficients are varied in a large manner and are getting varied for different patches. In order to represent them in a well defined manner, sparse histogram is required.

6. SPARSE HISTOGRAM

Histograms are a well-known method to represent the distribution of data and are applied in field of computer vision [15]. A histogram \( H \) is a discrete approximation of the distribution of a random variable. It contains an array \( (H_1, H_2, \ldots, H_v) \) of bins representing a partition of the feature space \( S \) into \( N \) regions \( \{S_1, \ldots, S_N\} \). The regions are usually of equal size, although it is not required.

The number of bins \( N \) in \( H \) is \( v^d \) where \( d \) is the dimensionality of the feature space \( S \) and \( v \) denotes the number of different values for each dimension. The problem when deriving histograms from image patches is that patches contain a high number of dimensions. If 20 dimensional PCA transformed patches were used, a histogram of these patches would contain \( v^{20} \) bins. Even with the smallest possible value for \( v \) of value 2, this result in 220 bins, which is not feasible [15]. Therefore, it is clear that the number of dimensions has to be reduced. To be able to deal with histograms of that size, a special sparse data structure is needed, because the explicit representation of all bins as an array is too memory consuming. Instead, a sparse representation storing only those bins which are not empty is used.

Using a membership function, an efficient access to the bins is possible. Due to the sparse representation of the histograms, they are called as “sparse histograms”.

- For all patches of all training images, let \( x_l^D = (x_{l1}, \ldots, x_{lD}) \) be the \( l \)-th PCA transformed patch with \( D \) coefficients.
- \( (\mu_1, \ldots, \mu_D) \) denotes the mean vector and \( (\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_D) \) the variance vector of all \( x_l \).
- Each patch \( x_l = (x_1, \ldots, x_D) \) is assigned a “dimension value vector” \( S_l = (s_1, \ldots, s_D) \) as in Equation (2):

\[
S_l = \begin{cases} 
0 & : x_d < \mu_d - \alpha \sigma_d \\
\frac{\sigma_d}{2} \left( \frac{x_d - \mu_d}{\sigma_d} \right) & : x_d > \mu_d + \alpha \sigma_d \\
\text{round}(\frac{x_d - \mu_d}{\sigma_d}) & : \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

where, \( d=1,2,\ldots,D; \ v \) is the number of different possible values per dimension and “round (…)” rounds a real number towards the nearest integer. Here, the value of \( v \) is chosen as 4.

Finally, \( q \) assigns each patch a corresponding histogram bin by uniquely mapping the dimension value vector onto the bins, numbered from 0 to \( v^D - 1 \). The mapping function is given in Equation (3):

\[
q = \sum_{d=1}^{D} S_d v^{d-1}
\]

Crucial parameter for choosing the membership function is \( \alpha \), which determines which part of \( S \) is to be represented by histogram. Thus, the recognition rates for various values of \( \alpha \) such as 0.5, 1 and 1.5 are determined and the optimal parameter value is found. The bins are now used as features and fed into Classifiers. The classifier used here is OSU SVM Classifier Matlab Toolbox version 3.00 [18]. SVM is a type of learning machine, based on statistical learning theory, which uses Polynomial Classifiers, Neural Networks, and Radial Basis Function Kernel (RBF) networks as a special form. Here, non linear SVM classifier is used and suitable kernel used to convert the nonlinear domain into linear domain is RBF Kernel.

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The proposed method is evaluated using the UIUC Database\(^1\). It contains 1050 training images (550 car and 500 non-car images) and 170 single-scale test images as well as 108 multi-scale test images. The training images are quite small (100×40) and quite roughly quantized, the test images are a bit bigger and may contain several cars. All images are in gray scale. They are of different resolutions and include instances

\(^1\)http://L2R.cs.uiuc.edu/~cogcomp/Data/Car/
of partially occluded cars, cars that have low contrast with the background, and images with highly textured backgrounds. The sample images of UIUC database is shown in Figure 3.

7. 1. Performance Comparison of LSK Computed Patch Over Simple Image Patch Table 1 shows the recognition rate for images in UIUC car database without and with computing LSK over the patches of size $7 \times 7$. The recognition rate is high for the LSK computation. Figure 4 shows the ROC curves for the Single Scale and Multi Scale test images in the UIUC Database with and without computation of LSK. In order to determine the equal error rate, 170 negative images that do not contain the object category are considered.

7. 2. Optimal Parameters Verification The experiment is performed on both single-scale (SS) and Multi-scale (MS) test images by varying parameters such as patch size, number of salient points/patches extracted, smoothing parameter of LSK, scaling parameter of sparse histogram and number of PCA components.

7. 2. 1. Patch Size Patches of different sizes are extracted around the region of interest. In [7], $9 \times 9$ patch size is used. Here, in addition $7 \times 7$, $11 \times 11$ patches are also used. For each and every patch sizes, smoothing parameter, scaling parameter and number of PCA coefficients are varied and the results are analyzed.

7. 2. 2. Varying Smoothing Parameter Table 2 shows the Recognition Rates for varying patch sizes and number of salient points/patches for various Smoothing parameter values. Scaling parameter value used here is $\alpha=0.5$. Number of PCA coefficients used here is 6. In [10] Smoothing parameter value used is 0.008. In [7], $h=2.1$ is used. Hence, in our framework three different values of $h=0.008, 1, 2.1$ are used. From the Table 2 it is inferred that patches of size $7 \times 7$ and $9 \times 9$ show better performance for all the parameter changes and seems to yield full recognition rate. The $11 \times 11$ patch shows low recognition rates when compared to other patch sizes and for 150 salient points, $11 \times 11$ patch gives better results. For this work, $h=1$ gives better results irrespective of increasing the patch size and the number of patches extracted.

7. 2. 3. Varying Scaling Parameter Table 3 shows the Recognition Rates for varying patch sizes and varying number of salient points/patches for various Scaling Parameter values ($\alpha$). The choice of $\alpha$ varies from task to task. Here, the value of $\alpha$ is varied as 0.5, 1 and 1.5. Smoothing parameter value used here is $h=1$. In this case also patch size of $7 \times 7$ gives full recognition rate independent of the number of salient points and also the scaling parameter values for both Single and Multi scale test images.

![Figure 3. Sample images of UIUC database (a) Positive Training Images (b) Negative Training Images (c) Single Scale Test Images (d) Multi scale Test Images](image-url)
Figure 4. ROC curves for the Single Scale and Multi Scale test images in the UIUC Database
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On increasing the patch size to $9 \times 9$, when $\alpha = 1$ for 100 salient points, the recognition rate obtained is 98.8. Thereafter, there is a reduction in the performance for this case. On further increasing the patch size to $11 \times 11$, recognition rate is comparatively low because of the unwanted information captured by the patch. When $\alpha = 0.5$, by varying number of salient points the recognition rates obtained are high and particularly for 150 Salient points full recognition rate is obtained for both single scale and multi scale test images. So, the optimal choice for $\alpha$ is 0.5.

7.2.4. Varying the Number of PCA Coefficients

Table 4, gives the Recognition Rates for varying patch sizes and for various number of salient points/patches by varying the number of Principal Components as four, six and eight. It is evident from the Table 4 that for all the parameter variations patch size of $7 \times 7$ shows full recognition rates for all number of PCA coefficients. On increasing the patch size to $9 \times 9$ same performance is obtained for four and six number of PCA components but for eight number of PCA components, there are reduction in recognition rates when 100 patches are extracted. By increasing the patch size further, there is a drop in recognition rates for all four, six and eight number of PCA components. Of this three values, when the number of components is 4, there is a better recognition than for the more PCA component values such as six and eight. Hence, the lesser number of PCA components provides better results. On considering the number of Salient points, 100 salient points are enough to get better recognition for the cases of single scale and multi scale test images.

Table 5 shows the error rate performance for various techniques which uses UIUC datasets. In [19], Objects are modeled as flexible group of similar parts. In [20], Image patches are extracted around interest points and compared to the codebook. Matching patches then cast probabilistic votes, which lead to object hypotheses. In [21], regions of homogeneity are extracted using Similarity- Measure segmentation and the region descriptors used are the intensity values. Finally, Object categorization is done by Modified Adaboost algorithm. Our proposed technique gives error rate 0.0 when the patch size is $7 \times 7$.

8. CONCLUSION

The proposed method focuses on Object Recognition in Complex Images under varying illumination and scaling conditions. This method uses Image Patches to extract the features. For the identification of patch locations, Wavelet based Salient points are used for better performance. In addition, this method outperforms the technique of using patches as the features directly and seems to be invariant to scaling and illumination conditions as they capture local structures well even in presence of uncertainties and noise conditions.

Though full recognition rate is obtained for various combinations, considering the computational complexity involved in number of salient points/patches, patch size, and number of PCA coefficients used, 100 salient points, $7 \times 7$ patch and four numbers of PCA coefficients are enough to obtain the full recognition rate in UIUC database. Thus, the proposed algorithm can be used for effectively recognizing objects under varying circumstances.
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